Analysis of human crystalline lens curvature as a function of accommodative state and age.
Slit-lamp photographs from four human subjects, aged 11, 19, 29, and 45 were reanalyzed using computer-based digitization and curve-fitting methods in order to obtain more complete information on internal lens curvature changes during accommodation. All discernible curves (N = 742) could be fit to parabolas with chi 2 less than or equal to 0.001 irrespective of lens age, accommodative state, or curve location within the lens. For each lens, the coefficients of the parabolas, when displayed in graphic form, exhibit a linear relationship between location within the lens and the coefficient of the chi 2 term. The slope of this line remains unchanged over accommodation for a given lens, but is shifted in position. The slope changes as a function of age. The age 45 lens exhibits these characteristics to a limited extent only, the differences possibly related to the development of presbyopia. The further a given curve is located from the lens surface, the smaller the region of its arc that can be considered approximately circular. A roughly hourglass figure is generated by these circular bounds; the waist of the hourglass decreases with increasing accommodation, since changes in radius of curvature with accommodation are more pronounced internally. Calculations of arc lengths as a function of increasing accommodation indicate that these lengths change very little over the entire accommodative range.